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SLOW FASHION DEVELOPMENT:
 

A MODEL FOR SUSTAINABILITY
 



I
 
INTRODUCTION 

Textile products were responsible for over 13 million tons of solid waste 

in 2010 alone (epa.gov, 2012). The textile and apparel industry heavily 

contributes to the waste crisis that affects our planet. Whether it be the heavy 

use of natural resources or the generous contribution of waste and pollutants, 

the textile and apparel industry impact the environment at every point along the 

product’s lifecycle (Burns & Chen, 2006). What many of us fail to consider is, 

what happens to our clothing when it no longer has a use? Textile products 

significantly contribute to landfills, often with toxic materials that are unable to 

biodegrade (Kadolph, 2010). The adverse effects these industries have on our 

planet are not limited to the natural environment, but affect people and 

communities as well (Wanders, 2009). Recent trends in the production of fast 

fashion greatly contribute to this detrimental situation. 

Fast fashion refers to apparel that is of a more consumable nature, often 

not intended to last for more than a few weeks (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2017). 

Fast fashion apparel has been compared to single-‐use disposable goods such as 

razor blades and drinking cups. Additionally, fast fashion fuels the exploitation 

of low-‐wage and socially irresponsible working conditions in foreign countries 

(Chau, 2012). This scenario has been seen before in other industries. 
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Specifically, the increased prevalence of fast food in the 1980’s sparked a 

movement known as the Slow Food Movement (Petrini, 2006). 

Emerging in the small town of Bra, Italy during the 1980’s, the Slow Food 

Movement served to offer individuals a more sustainable and natural alternative 

to the mass industrialization of “food” that was becoming more frequently 

available at the environment and recipient’s expense (Petrini, 2006). In his 

book “Slow Food Nation”, Carlo Petrini (2007) describes Slow Food as being 

good, clean, and fair. The industrialization of food has many similarities to the 

fast fashion phenomenon in apparel manufacturing. These similarities include 

numerous unnatural interventions as well as vast distances between product 

origin and the consumer (Petrini, 2007). The Slow Food Movement offers a 

valuable framework that has been applied to the apparel industry and is known 

as slow fashion. 

The term slow fashion has recently been used to describe a more 

sustainable alternative to the current fast fashion phenomenon. Transparent 

production, valuing of local resources, less intermediation between producer 

and consumer, longer use life and a higher personal value than typical 

consumables have all been used to describe slow fashion (Clark, 2008). Other 

slow fashion characteristics include an increased awareness of product 

production and a noticeable connection of the apparel item to nature and the 

garment maker (Cataldi, Dickson, and Grover, 2010). While there exists a 

foundation of what slow fashion is, a slow fashion design model could greatly 
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benefit the apparel industry along with local and international communities, and 

most importantly, the planet. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study was to employ the House of Quality (HOQ) in 

the development of a slow fashion design model that will serve as a 

sustainability filter in the apparel design process. A men’s jacket that represents 

slow fashion was also designed using the House of Quality to determine 

customer needs and specifications. This jacket, along with others that represent 

the competition, was evaluated by the slow fashion filter to determine its 

effectiveness in sustainable design. 

Objectives 

1. Identify design and manufacturing specifications that represent slow
fashion. 

2. Create a men’s outerwear jacket with slow fashion qualities using HOQ. 

3. Develop and apply a slow fashion design model using HOQ. 

4. Verify the environmental improvements offered by the slow fashion
design model using the Higg index 1.0. 
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Assumptions
 

1.	 Design elements that are of a higher personal value to the customer and 

are independent of seasonal variation may be considered slow fashion 

design elements. 

2. Product transparency is used only by companies that practice social 

responsibility. 

Definition of Terms 

CoProduction: A system in which a consumer has an active roll in the 

production of a product (Petrini, 2007). 

Fast Fashion: Apparel that is of a more consumable nature, often not intended 

to last for more than a few weeks (Bhardwaj and Fairhurst, 2010). 

Seasonal variation: Changes in design elements and features that occur in 

fashion and apparel on a seasonal basis. 

Slow Fashion: Apparel that utilizes local resources and production while 

offering a longer useful life and higher personal value than typical consumables 

(Clark, 2008). 

Slow Food: Food that strives to preserve cultural traditions and flavors by 

promoting local consumption and agriculture (Petrini, 2007). 

Socially Responsible Production: production that takes into account ethics, 

communities, and the environment (Burns, Mullet, and Bryant, 2011). 
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Transparent Production: A system in which open knowledge exists between
 

the consumer and the product of interests during production (Pongtratic, 2007).
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II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion filter for the 

house of Quality. The review of literature will discuss how slow fashion has 

been developed from the slow food movement and in contrast to fast fashion. An 

explanation of the house of quality and the Higg index will be reviewed as they 

relate to evaluating apparel. 

Slow Food 

In the small town of Bra, Italy, during the politically turbulent 70’s, a man 

had a vision. This man was Carlo Petrini and his vision was called the Slow Food 

Movement (Schneider, 2008). In an economic climate of globalization, the goals 

of the Slow Food Movement were to decrease the decay of culture and the 

environment that were the result of fast food. The recent trend toward organic 

and sustainable food is largely inspired by Petrini and his vision. The Slow Food 

Movement is ultimately the rejection of the fast life caused by globalization and 

the increasing trend in consumerism (Schneider, 2008). In his book, Slow Food 

Nation (2007), Carlo Petrini breaks down the Slow Food Movement using the 

following terms: Good, clean, and fair. 

The first term Petrini uses to define Slow Food is good. While everyone 

may hold their own opinion of what is good, Petrini offers specific characteristics 

that pertain to food. The first characteristic used to objectify good is an inherent 
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naturalness. This implies that a product retains its original characteristic as 

much as possible. Secondly, a product must offer a pleasant and recognizable 

sensation. Naturalness is further discussed to include the respect of raw 

materials and not using artificial and extraneous elements including additives, 

chemical preservatives, or artificial flavorings. This is essential not only for the 

final product but for the product’s lifespan. A product’s lifespan includes such 

events as the raising of the cattle, working the fields, growing the crops, cooking, 

and any other preparation. Ultimately, the raw materials should be healthy, 

whole, and as free from chemical treatments and intensive procedures as 

possible; and the processes used should be respectful of the products original 

characteristics (Petrini, 2007). 

The second characteristic of Slow Food is that the product be clean. This 

also relates to naturalness but in relation to production and transport. A 

product is considered clean if it respects the Earth and the environment. This 

means that during a products journey from the field to the table, it does not 

contribute pollution, waste, or overuse of natural resources. Essentially a 

product must be sustainable. In this work, sustainability of a food product 

relates to the agriculture, processing, and transport. Sustainable agriculture is 

described by Petrini to be free of chemical pesticides and fertilizers: a rejection 

of all that is unnatural. The unnatural, mentioned here, refers to commercial 

agricultural methods that reduce biodiversity and drain the soil of vital nutrients 

required for future farming needs. Processing refers to any human intervention 
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that occurs between the raw material and a final product. Processing in a clean
 

manner means not emitting pollution or using products that emit pollution. 

Lastly, transportation refers to the distance a product travels, the time and 

energy required for this transport, and the amount of pollution that results from 

such methods. It is often more sustainable, or clean, to purchase a conventional 

product locally than to purchase an organic product that requires transport 

(Petrini, 2007). 

The last characteristic of Slow Food is that the product be fair. Petrini 

uses the term fair to refer to social and economic sustainability. Social 

sustainability entails a quality of life that includes dignified jobs that guarantee 

fair pair and a life of sustenance. This also includes the freedom to choose one’s 

future and job, which is not a guaranteed right at present. Economic 

sustainability is closely linked with fair trade. When a product costs less than 

the cost to produce, this means unfairness must have occurred at some point 

along the food production line. The unfairness often occurs at the expense of the 

small farmers who are unable to compete with industrial agriculture (Petrini, 

2007). 

One last element of Slow Food that is worth discussing is the distance 

between the producer and the consumer. This is not limited to physical distance, 

which can be hundreds if not thousands of miles, but also the distance in 

communication. The producer and consumer practically live in different worlds. 

This is a direct consequence of globalization. Food products often travel 
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thousands of miles and are subjected to numerous stages of production and 

transport that are unknown and unseen by the consumer. The building of local 

communities that are comprised of producers and consumers can potentially 

ameliorate this system. The term co-‐production is used to refer to a system 

where knowledge is shared between producers and consumers, which is a 

valuable effect of localized production. This transparent system of food 

production is imperative in creating a good, clean, and fair food community 

(Petrini, 2007). 

Slow Fashion 

Slow Fashion, coined in 2008 by Kate Fletcher, is a movement that 

ultimately encourages consumers to be mindful of the apparel they purchase so 

they may hopefully consume less, resulting in less waste (Mau and Phelan, 

2012). Some terms used to describe slow fashion include: organic, natural, local 

and ethical. The basic premise of slow fashion includes conscious consumption, 

commitment to recycling, and slower production and consumption cycles 

(Wanders, 2009). Other elements of slow fashion include apparel that is more 

highly valued than typical consumables and a commitment to the use of local 

resources and production (Clark, 2008). While a foundation of Slow Fashion 

exists, a more in depth inquiry into the meaning behind the Slow Food 

movement is valuable when discussing apparel. 
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The first term used by Petrini (2007) to describe slow food is good. This 

implies an inherent naturalness and freedom from unnatural or chemical 

additives for the duration of a products life cycle ranging from agriculture to 

disposal (Petrini, 2007). Organic agriculture of natural fibers is one means of 

maintaining product naturalness. Compared to conventional fibers, organic 

fibers are produced without synthetic pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, 

fungicides, or growth regulators. Any use of these results in the loss of a farms 

organic certification for a minimum of three years (Ingram, 2002). Naturalness 

is not only imperative in the production of textile fibers but throughout the 

products entire life. Other common phases of an apparel product’s life that may 

be subjected to unnatural interventions include textile and product production 

and finishing as well as product disposal (Kadolph, 2010). The other 

characteristic of good as it pertains to slow food is offering pleasant and 

recognizable sensations (Petrini, 2007). Inherent naturalness has positive 

aesthetic value that connects the owner to the product. The simplicity of natural 

aesthetics may be perceived as pure and elegant, while at the same time 

minimizing harm to the owner and their environment. It is common to find 

synthetic products designed to appear as though they are natural, strengthening 

the aesthetic value of true naturalness (Zafarmand, Sugiyama, & Watanabe, 

2003). 

Clean in terms of slow food refers to sustainable production with minimal 

waste and pollution. A product’s journey from field to the consumer must use 
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minimal resources, specifically during agriculture, manufacturing, and transport 

(Petrini, 2007). As noted above, organic agriculture eliminates several 

unnecessary chemical interventions that are common with conventional 

agriculture (Ingram, 2002). Flax and organic cotton are superior in 

sustainability in relation to conventionally grown natural fibers. This is due to 

the renewable and biodegradable nature of these fibers. Other measurements 

relating to sustainability include CO2 and other pollutant emissions, waste 

produced, energy needs and water consumption (Mathu, Li, Hu, & Mok, 2012). 

The primary means of attaining sustainable production and manufacturing is to 

reduce pollution and waste. Sustainability in manufacturing can also be 

achieved by using renewable resources and energy and redesigning existing 

products and processes. These practices are not only more environmentally 

friendly and sustainable, they also are shown to increase profit, improve 

manufacturing quality, attract new clients, and improve a company’s image 

(Rusinko, 2007). The distance a product travels to reach consumers demands 

great amounts of energy while emitting pollution and CO2 into the environment. 

Local production not only minimizes these variables but also contributes to local 

economies while supporting local cultural elements. It is more sustainable to 

produce conventional products locally than to transport organic products 

oversees (Petrini, 2007). 

The third term used to describe slow food is fair. Fair refers to social and 

economic sustainability, which includes such elements as proper wages, healthy 
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working conditions, and fair trade of products (Petrini, 2007). A term often used 

to describe these conditions is socially responsible. In the apparel and textile 

industry, social responsibility should be evident in how the business runs, how 

the workers are treated, and how the final product affects the consumer. 

Businesses should be run in a manner that promotes a healthy environment and 

working conditions. Social responsibility should take into account the 

interaction of the people, the products, and the environment with production, 

consumption and disposal of textile and apparel products. Specific elements of 

concern include fair wages, employee discrimination, child labor, and equal 

opportunity; all of which need to be addressed (Dickson and Eckman, 2006). 

Fair trade is another socially responsible practice that ensures workers are paid 

fairly for their services (Littrell, Ma, and Halepete, 2006). Co-‐production is a 

term used to describe production in which knowledge is shared between the 

producer and consumer, offering the consumer a more active role in production 

(Petrini, 2007). Social responsibility and Co-‐production can both be achieved by 

practicing transparent production. Transparency in production refers to open 

communication and traceability of a product along the supply chain. This has 

been successfully implemented by Patagonia’s “Track and Trace” and “the 

Footprint Chronicle” (Pongtratic, 2007). Transparency, open communication, 

and Coproduction all share a goal: to allow the consumer to form a relationship 

with the product, thus increasing the personal value (Petrini, 2007).
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Slow fashion, based on slow food, is a movement within the fashion 

industry that is based on reduced consumption and respect for the Earth (Clark, 

2008). Carlo Petrini (2007) uses the terms good, clean and fair to describe slow 

food, and these terms have applicability when discussing apparel. Good refers to 

an inherent naturalness that can be achieved through organic agriculture of 

natural textile fibers among other means (Ingram, 2002). Clean refers to 

sustainability in production and transport, which essentially is minimizing 

waste, pollution, and energy use (Mathu, et al., 2012). Fair entails social and 

economic sustainability. This is accomplished by promoting healthy working 

condition for employees while maintaining positive intentions for the 

environment (Dickson and Eckman, 2006). By practicing transparency in 

production, this allows a consumer to form a relationship with a product, thus 

increasing the personal value (Petrini, 2007). These elements applied to the 

development of fashion results in sustainable apparel that promotes healthy 

working conditions and reduced wasteful consumption. 

Fast Fashion 

Fast fashion is a movement within the apparel industry that refers to 

inexpensive clothing that quickly reaches obsolescence (Joy, Sherry, Venkatesh, 

Wang, and Chan, 2012). Fast fashion is frequently referred to as disposable 

fashion, and is often purchased with the intention of being worn just a few times, 

if not only once (Chau, 2012). Carlo Petrini (2007) described slow food as being 
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good, clean, and fair in respect to the natural, social, and economic environment. 

The specific elements as they are translated into slow fashion include 

environmental sustainability, social responsibility, and an open information 

system between designers, manufacturers, and consumers. Based on these 

criteria, fast fashion is truly antonymous to slow fashion. 

Fast fashion is undoubtedly unsustainable. Environmentally speaking, 

the apparel industry as a whole lacks in sustainability as obsolescence is often a 

primary goal when designing apparel (Abrahamson, 2011). Obsolescence is 

routinely designed into fast fashion by developing products with limited 

functional life and few options for repair. Also, trendy design aesthetics that 

reduce customer satisfaction over time are intentionally used (Guiltinan, 2009). 

This and the rapid response system that embodies fast fashion fuels the 

disposability of such apparel (Fletcher, 2008). The disposable nature of fast 

fashion directly contributes to the landfill crisis already caused by the apparel 

industry. The effects of fast fashion are detrimental not only to the natural 

environment, but often adversely affects people and their communities 

(Wanders, 2009). 

The inexpensive price of fast fashion comes with a cost. Petrini (2007) 

used the term fair when referring to social and economic sustainability. Fast 

fashion is unsustainable in these terms. To achieve a low price, unfairness must 

happen at some point along the supply chain. Socially, fast fashion is 

unsustainable as it promotes low wages with no benefits, inhumane working 
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conditions, and short contractual periods (Wanders, 2009). This is hardly a way 

for someone to sustain themselves. Economically speaking, fast fashion is not 

sustainable due to industrialization and mechanical specialization that is 

replacing human labor. The number of jobs that require physical labor are 

decreasing while the population of individuals that require such jobs are 

increasing (Wanders, 2009). Economically, this is not a sustainable scenario. 

Besides being sustainable, slow food must maintain an inherent 

naturalness as well as be produced with some level of transparency so that a 

relationship can form between the consumer and the product (Petrini, 2007). By 

performing a quick glance at the “Top Rated” of Forever 21’s online product 

listings, the majority of garments contained some amount of polyester, 

polyurethane, or viscose (Forever21.com, 2012). These synthetic materials 

deplete the Earth of valuable resources and can take hundreds of years to 

biodegrade (Kadolph, 2010). While Petrini was speaking of transparency in the 

production of food, it has been explored in apparel as well. The supply chain of 

fast fashion is often more fragmented than that of food as one garment often 

contains multiple fabrics, buttons, zippers, and finishing techniques (Fletcher, 

2008). Even with claims of corporate responsibility, it is nearly impossible for a 

consumer to be sure that fairness has guided the production of a product 

without a level of transparency (Aspers, 2006). 

Fast fashion is cheap and quickly goes out of style (Joy, et al., 2012). This 

wasteful nature is notoriously unsustainable, adversely affecting the planet, 
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people and communities (Wanders, 2009). A single fast-‐fashion apparel item 

may be produced in multiple countries, traveling through many hands before 

reaching the consumer (Fletcher, 2008). The primary components of Petrini’s 

Slow Food movement are good, clean and fair (2007). Fast fashion embodies 

none of these. 

Quality Functional Deployment – The House of Quality 

The House of Quality (HOQ) is a model that is used to identify, organize, 

and evaluate customer needs as they are translated into design specifications 

(Tapke, Muller, Johnson, Sieck, n.d.). This model is one element of Quality 

Functional Deployment (QFD) that is used throughout product development and 

production in several industries (Sullivan, 1986b). QFD was created in Japan in 

the late 60’s and was primarily used in product development and quality 

management to analyze customer needs. QFD is now being used in additional 

fields including design, engineering, costing, and planning (Chan and Wu, 2002). 

The House of Quality is available in many formats and can be applied to a diverse 

array of problems. This adaptability makes the House of Quality a strong tool in 

product design and development. The basic format of the House of Quality has 

six primary elements including: customer requirements, technical requirements, 

a planning matrix, an interrelationship matrix, a technical correlation matrix, 

and a priorities and target section (Tapke, et al., n.d.). An example of the House 
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inspected and analyzed in a given product. Designed-‐in quality implies the 

quality is literally designed into the product (Guinta and Praizler, 1993). The 

House of Quality has been used extensively in product design. Specific fields of 

relevance include manufacturability (Fabricius, 1994), design methods 

(Esteghlalian, et al., 1998), and engineering design (Hazelrigg, 1996). 

QFD and HOQ have also been used in the apparel industry in the past. 

Customers were used to identify ergonomic and safety needs of safety shoes for 

cold weather. It was found that characteristics of a steel toecap had the highest 

overall importance rating, therefore improving the steel toecap design would 

lead to increased customer satisfaction (Bergquist and Abeysekera, 1996). 

More recently, the House of Quality was used in a study to identify important 

production methods based on customers’ demands of new apparel products 

(Haung and Tan, 2007). The House of Quality and Quality Functional 

Deployment have been used extensively in product design throughout many 

diverse fields. The adaptability of this model provides strong potential as this 

model can be easily adjusted and be applied to designed products other than 

apparel. 

The first step in using the House of Quality is identifying and detailing 

customer needs. It is helpful for customer needs to be translated into tangible 

requests that can then be explained in terms of design specifications. These 

specifications may include defined values and measurements that can then be 

translated into specific technical requirements. Consumer requirements can be 
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obtained from existing market research or from new data via interviews and 

questionnaires (Tapke, et al., n.d.). It is also necessary to measure the relative 

importance of each of the customer requirements. This information is generally 

acquired directly from the customers or through surveys (Hauser and Clausing, 

1988). In the winter knit hat example, hypothetical customer requirements and 

their relative importance are recorded. This is shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Customer requirements 

The next step in using House of Quality is identifying technical 

requirements. These are requirements that must be met in order to fulfill the 

customer needs. In addition, specific product requirements and standards that 

are regulatory in nature or dictated by a company’s policies are included here. 

This step explains actions that must be completed in order to satisfy the 

identified customer requirements (Tapke, et al., n.d.). Measureable qualities of 

the product that relate to customer requirements are developed by the designer 

in this step of HOQ development. It is also customary to include a row that 
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illustrates the direction of variable change that results in satisfying customer 

requirements (Hunt, n.d.). The example illustrates how a designer would 

translate the customer requirements into technical requirements or 

specifications. Fiber diameter along with the negative sign implies that lowering 

the fiber diameter will result in a soft hat, as requested by the consumer, as 

shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3: Technical requirements 

The third step is to develop a planning matrix for the purpose of 

analyzing the competition’s ability to meet the identified customer 

requirements, which is measured on a scale of one (worst) to five (best) (Tapke 

et al., n.d). This quantifies the customer’s perception of the existing products’ 

performance and requirement priorities, allowing the designer to make 

necessary adjustments. This information is often derived from customer 

questionnaires and is displayed graphically in the HOQ matrix (Hunt, n.d.). 

Hypothetical competition was introduced in the hat example to illustrate the 
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customer perceptions of the competition’s ability to uphold the customer 

requirements. 

Figure 4: Planning matrix 

The next portion of HOQ development is the interrelationship matrix. 

The ultimate goal of this matrix is to allow the designer to visualize the 

relationship between the customer requirements and the technical 

requirements (Tapke, et al., n.d.). Consumer requirements are compared to each 

technical requirement to determine if an interrelationship exists. 

Interrelationships are generally measured according to a four-‐point scale that is 

symbolically represented. Every interconnection is considered by the designer 

during this process (Hunt, n.d.). Figure 5 shows how warmth and increasing 

yarn bulk had a strong positive relationship while warmth and decreasing fiber 

diameter had a negative relationship. 
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Figure 5: Interrelationship matrix
 

The next portion of the House of Quality is commonly known as the roof. 

This is the technical correlation matrix. The purpose of the roof is to identify 

and prevent design conflict that occurs between multiple technical requirements 

(Tapkne, et al., n.d.). Similar to the interrelationship matrix, during the 

development of the roof the designer considers each pairing of technical 

requirements and determines whether a change in one results in a change in the 

other. This is generally measured by the direction of the change, implying 

improvement or a downgrade, and the strength. The roof is valuable to 

designers because it allows one to identify improvements that could ameliorate 
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other aspects of the product. It also allows one to identify negative correlations, 

which can potentially serve as opportunities for innovative solutions (Hunt, 

n.d.). For the hat, increasing yarn bulk had a positive relationship with 

increasing wicking ability. However, increasing yarn bulk showed a strong 

negative relationship with decreasing fiber diameter, as shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6: Technical correlations matrix 

The final section of the house of quality is the targets sections. This 

section includes target values for each of the technical requirements that the 

designer wishes to meet (Tapke, et al., n.d.). In addition to design targets, this 

may also include technical priorities and competitive benchmarks. This section 

summarizes the market’s ability to satisfy the technical requirements, offering 
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insight into which changes need to be made to surpass the competition and 

satisfy the customer (Hunt, n.d.). This is shown in figure 7. 

Figure 7: Targets
 

A completed House of Quality represents the voice of the consumer and 

this voice is often used for product development through the entire process. 

This is generally performed by using the technical requirements of one HOQ as 
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Higg Index 1.0 

The Higg Index 1.0 is a tool that is used by companies to understand and 

improve the sustainability performance of apparel products (The Higg Index, 

2012). A general sustainability assessment is comprised of energy use, waste, 

and toxic contributions to the environment. A product’s full life cycle is 

considered including impacts that result from materials, product use, 

manufacturing, packaging, transportation and disposal (Reuben, 2012). While 

the Higg Index was created to assess apparel products environmental impact, 

future use includes footwear assessment as well as social and labor impact 

assessment. This tool is being used by small and large companies to improve 

individual products and large scale manufacturing processes (The Higg Index, 

2012). This tool has valuable potential to support this study by offering 

quantitative evidence that a slow fashion design model does in fact improve an 

apparel item's sustainable qualities. 
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III
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
 

The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion design model 

using the house of quality (HOQ) that will serve as a sustainability filter in the 

apparel design process. A men’s jacket with slow fashion qualities was created 

and used to analyze the effectiveness of the slow fashion design model. The 

specific objectives of this study are: 

1. Identify design and manufacturing specifications that represent slow
fashion. 

2. Create a men’s outerwear jacket with slow fashion qualities using
HOQ. 

3. Develop and apply a slow fashion design model using HOQ. 

4. Verify the environmental improvements offered by the slow fashion
design model using the Higg index 1.0. 

Research Methods 

The house of quality (HOQ) was used in this study to aid in the 

development of a men’s jacket and a slow fashion design model. The house of 

quality is a model that translates the voice of the consumer into technical design 

specifications that are used to satisfy identified needs of a product (Tapke, et. al., 

n.d.). Other benefits of using HOQ include prioritizing customer needs, providing 

innovative solutions and maximizing efficiency in product development 

(Starbeck and Kusar, 1997). The initial needs or improvement of a product are 
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determined by the customer; followed by measuring the relative importance of 

these requirements (Hauser and Clausing, 2008). For this study, the researcher 

served as an internal customer and identified customer needs of a men’s 

outwear jacket based on existing product information (Chan and Wu, 2005). The 

relative importance of these needs was obtained through a web survey 

(appendix B). The results from the survey aided the researcher in prioritizing 

the identified needs and determine which, if any, tradeoffs are necessary. This 

method of measuring importance was chosen due to its simplicity and accuracy. 

It is common and sufficient to include 10 to 30 customers in studies utilizing the 

house of quality (Griffin and Hauser, 1993); therefore, surveys were 

administered until 30 completed surveys were received. Recruitment will take 

place in College of Engineering classrooms and in the Kelly Engineering building. 

Instructors will be asked to share with their students a link to the online survey. 

This method was chosen because of the availability of subjects that represent the 

criteria outlined below: 

• Male 
• 18 and over 
• Spends at least $100 annually on apparel 
• Has some level of concern for the environment 

This criteria was selected based on the target market of interest to the 

researcher and does not represent a larger population. In this study, the target 

customer is defined as adult men that purchase clothing and have some level of 

environmental concern. Every student will be allowed the opportunity to 
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complete the survey. It is expected to take approximately 20 minutes to 

complete. Recruitment stopped once 30 surveys have been returned by 

subjects that meet the specified criteria. The results of the survey will be used 

for the remainder of this study. 

Objective 1
Identify design and manufacturing specifications that represent slow fashion. 

The identification of design and manufacturing specifications that 

represent slow fashion was performed through a review of literature related to 

the subject at matter. Specifically, literature on the slow food movement was 

used to identify themes that were then translated into relevant apparel and 

textile specifications. To support this translation, additional literature 

pertaining to social responsibility in the apparel industry as well as existing 

literature on slow fashion were reviewed. These slow fashion themes were then 

incorporated into the survey used to accomplish objective 3. 

Objective 2
Create a men’s outerwear jacket with slow fashion qualities using HOQ. 

The customer requirements section of the house of quality was identified 

with the information obtained from the surveys. The relative importance values 

obtained from the surveys were averaged, and the 15 with the highest ratings 

were used as the needs in the customer requirements section of the house of 
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quality, along with the importance values. This information was then used in the 

subsequent steps in the HOQ development. 

The second phase of HOQ development is completing the technical 

requirements section. This entails translating the customer requirements into 

specific technical actions that will satisfy the identified customer needs (Tapke, 

et al., n.d.). This step depends on the discretion of the designer and was 

completed once the customer requirements are obtained. 

The third step in building a HOQ was to establish a planning matrix. This 

serves as a visual tool to analyze the competition’s ability to satisfy the customer 

requirements (Tapke, et al., n.d.). While this information is often derived from 

customer questionnaires (Hunt, n.d.), due to limited resources, this information 

was limited to the researcher’s direct experience with the product. The 

competition used in the section were a jacket with sustainable qualities and the 

other with fast fashion qualities. An example of a jacket with sustainable 

qualities includes a Patagonia jacket made with recycled polyester and 

manufactured in a socially responsible manner. A fast fashion jacket could be a 

similar style jacket from H&M, Zara or mass retailer. 

The remainder of the HOQ was left to the designer’s abilities. The final 

three sections include the interrelationships matrix, technical correlations 

matrix, and the targets and competitive benchmarks (Tapke, et al., n.d.). The 

researcher used the completed HOQ to design a jacket that strives to satisfy the 
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customer requirements while surpassing the competition. This jacket was used 

for the remainder of this study. 

Objective 3
Develop and apply a slow fashion design model using the house of quality. 

The Slow Fashion design model was created using the HOQ in a manner 

similar to objective 2. The customer requirements section was comprised of the 

slow fashion design and manufacturing specifications obtained from the review 

of literature in objective 1. The relative importance was determined by taking 

the average scores of importance obtained from the surveys. These 

specifications were then translated into technical specifications, or actions that 

can be taken to satisfy these slow fashion elements. The planning matrix is 

comprised of the same jackets used as competition in the previous HOQ. The 

interrelationship matrix, technical correlations matrix, and targets sections were 

completed in the same manner as before. Once completed, the slow fashion HOQ 

will offer the following information: 

•	 Design and manufacturing specifications that contribute to slow fashion
apparel design. 

•	 The value or importance of each slow fashion design requirement to the
customer. 

•	 The relationships between the slow fashion design requirements and
specific design and manufacturing specifications. 

•	 The relative weight each technical specification has in satisfying customer
needs. 
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•	 A visual guide and information regarding the ability of the competition to
represent slow fashion. 

•	 Actions that can be taken to improve the slow fashion qualities of an
apparel item. 

Objective 4
Verify the environmental improvements offered by the slow fashion design

model using the Higg index 1.0. 

The Higg Index has valuable potential to support this study by offering 

quantitative evidence that a slow fashion design model does in fact improve an 

apparel item's sustainable qualities. The HOQ jacket from objective 2 was 

evaluated using the Higg Index 1.0, as well as the competition used in the HOQ. 

Once the jacket had been evaluated by the slow fashion design model and 

adjustments have been identified, the score was taken again to identify 

improvement. This step confirms the internal validity of this study. 
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IV
 
RESULTS
 

The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion design model 

using the house of quality (HOQ) that will serve as a sustainability filter in the 

apparel design process. A men’s outerwear jacket with slow fashion qualities 

was created and used to analyze the effectiveness of the slow fashion design 

model. The obtained data, processes, and research results of this study are 

discussed in relation to the specific objectives as stated in Chapter III. 

Objective 1:
Identify design and manufacturing specifications that represent slow fashion. 

To satisfy objective 1, a review of the literature pertaining to the slow 

food movement was conducted and themes identified. The specific elements 

that define slow food as well as their translation into apparel and textile terms 

are shown in table 1 below. This information was used to create part III (slow 

fashion specifications) of the survey used to satisfy objective 3 (see appendix B). 
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Table 1. 
Slow Fashion Characteristics 

Slow food theme Characteristics Slow fashion characteristics 
Good Inherent naturalness Natural fibers 

Organic fibers 
Natural dyes 

Offers pleasant and
recognizable sensation 

Natural aesthetics 

Clean Sustainable production Minimize waste during
production 
Minimizing pollution
during production 
Minimize energy use during
production 
Minimizing travel/shipping
distances 
Local production 

Fair Socially sustainable Healthy working
environment 
Happy working
environment 
Safe working conditions 
Environmentally friendly
working conditions 
Enforce child labor laws 

Economically sustainable Fair wages for employees 
Fair trade 
Contractual agreements for
employees 
Equal opportunities for
employees 

Co-‐Production Transparency Ability to ask questions
relative to production 

Traceability Material sources 
Facility sources 

Objective 2:
Create a men’s outerwear jacket with slow fashion qualities using HOQ. 

The first step in using the house of quality is to determine the customer 

requirements for the product of interest. For this study the researcher served as 
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an internal customer and identified customer needs of a men’s outwear jacket 

based on common design elements found in men’s outerwear apparel. These 

elements were incorporated into an online survey and distributed through a link 

on ME 382 Blackboard site to engineering students in order to obtain the 

relative importance of each design element. Recruitment flyers with the link 

were also left on tables in Kelly Engineering. Engineering students were chosen 

due to the availability of subjects that represent the target market of interest. 

The specific demographic requirements include: 

• Male 
• 18 and older 
• Spends at least 100 dollars annually on apparel 
• Has some level of concern for the environment 

The first 30 respondents who met these demographic requirements were used 

to develop the outwear jacket and evaluate the importance of the design features 

Outerwear jacket design specifications 

In the survey, subjects were asked to rate the relative importance of 

identified design elements on a scale of one (not important) to nine (extremely 

important). Part II (outerwear jacket design elements) of the survey included 

instructions for the subjects to base their decision of importance on the 

hypothetical situation that the jacket of interest will be the only jacket they 

would ever own from that point on (see appendix B ). Many questions included 
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follow-‐up information that will be further discussed. The obtained relative 

importance of the general design elements are shown in table 2. 

Table 2. 
HOQ Jacket Relative Importance Summary 
Design 
element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean n 
Jacket 
weight 0% 0% 0% 10% 20% 27% 33% 7% 3% 6.17 30 

Jacket fit 0% 0% 0% 3% 17% 13% 7% 30% 30% 7.33 30 
Performance 
features 0% 0% 0% 3% 10% 20% 27% 27% 13% 7.03 30 

Windproof 0% 0% 0% 7% 17% 17% 33% 17% 10% 6.67 30 

Waterproof 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 28% 34% 24% 7.62 29 
Warmth/ 
thermal 
retention 0% 0% 7% 0% 3% 13% 27% 47% 3% 7.07 30 

Breathable 0% 0% 0% 3% 10% 40% 20% 13% 13% 6.70 30 

Strength/dur 30 

ability 0% 0% 0% 7% 7% 10% 10% 40% 27% 7.50 

Wicking 3% 3% 0% 27% 27% 10% 13% 10% 7% 5.43 30 

Aesthetics/ 
visual 
qualities 0% 0% 0% 11% 7% 7% 32% 14% 29% 7.18 28 

Hood 0% 0% 3% 0% 17% 20% 33% 20% 7% 6.67 30 

Pockets 0% 0% 3% 3% 13% 13% 27% 17% 23% 7.00 30 

Pockets 
fasten 
closed 10% 0% 17% 7% 10% 13% 0% 20% 23% 5.87 30 

Chest 
pocket(s) 17% 13% 33% 7% 7% 10% 0% 10% 3% 3.73 30 

Inside 
pocket(s) 10% 7% 10% 17% 7% 17% 10% 20% 3% 5.13 30 

Jacket 
length 0% 0% 7% 10% 24% 17% 24% 10% 7% 0.06 30 

Jacket 
closure 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 38% 59% 8.55 29 

Sleeve type 21% 7% 21% 10% 14% 7% 7% 7% 7% 4.14 29 

Cuffs 4% 4% 35% 23% 4% 27% 0% 4% 0% 4.19 26 

Hemline 
details 7% 0% 25% 18% 7% 18% 18% 7% 0% 4.79 28 
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Table 3. 
Rank Order of Design Elements for Use in HOQ 

Design element Mean relative importance 
Jacket closure 8.55 
Waterproof 7.62 
Strength/durability 7.5 
Jacket fit 7.33 
Aesthetics/visual qualities 7.18 
Warmth/thermal retention 7.07 
Pockets 7 
Breathable 6.7 
Hood 6.67 
Windproof 6.67 
Jacket weight 6.17 
Jacket length 6 
Pockets fasten close 5.87 
Wicking 5.43 
Inside Pockets 5.13 

It is important to point out that question 10, “how important are the 

jacket’s performance features?” has been excluded from this list. While this 

question received a mean importance rating of 7.03, the researcher chose to 

instead use results pertaining to specific performance features rather than the 

general. The results including the responses to the follow-‐up questions that 

determined the preferred styles and types of design qualities are displayed in 

table 4. 
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Table 4. 
Design Details for the House of Quality 

Design elements (in decreasing Features and specifics 
importance) 

Jacket closure Lapped zipper 
Waterproof 
Strength/durability 
Jacket fit Relaxed fit 
Aesthetics/visual qualities Solid color 
Warmth/thermal retention 
Pockets Welt pockets 
Breathable 
Hood Hood type B – Covered neck

No visor 
With Drawstring 

Windproof 
Jacket weight Medium weight 
Jacket length Medium length 
Pockets fasten close Zipper closure 
Wicking 
Inside pockets 

Customer requirements 

The first step in completing the house of quality is to provide the 

customer requirements as well as the importance as shown in table 3. This is 

shown in figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Jacket Requirements
 

Technical specifications 

The second phase of HOQ development is to translate the voice of the 

customer into specific design specifications (Tapke, et al., n.d.). The data 

collected from the follow up questions used to identify the desired design details, 

shown in table 4, were used. The technical specification for jacket closure 

became lapped zipper. Jacket fit was translated to relaxed fit. Solid color was 

chosen for aesthetics or visual quality requirement. Welt pockets were decided 

upon for pocket type. The details of the hood include a covered neck, without a 

visor, and containing a drawstring. Jacket weight was selected as medium 
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weight. The length of the jacket was translated to medium length. A zipper was 

the preferred method of pocket closure. There were no follow up questions for 

inside pockets so this detail remained the same. Polyester fibers are chosen for 

strength due to its superior durability. Additionally, polyester can be coated 

with PTFE, which will be used as the technical requirement for waterproof, 

windproof, breathable, and wicking. PTFE coating also allows for a relatively 

lightweight material, which will have a positive correlation with the technical 

requirement for medium weight. Polyester fiberfill is used as the technical 

requirement for thermal retention due to its excellent resiliency. This tool is 

being used to develop a novel product, therefore in measuring the direction of 

change, the researcher selected target value for each requirement since there is 

no changes being made to an existing product. 

Interrelationship matrix 

In completing the interrelationship matrix, the researcher considered 

each relationship that existed between the identified customer requirements 

and the technical specifications. The strength of the relationship earned a score 

of nine, three, one, or left black. A nine is a measure of a strong relationship. For 

this study a strong relationship refers to an instance where a technical 

requirement directly and intentionally relates to a customer requirement. A 

three, referring to a moderate relationship, designates a relationship in which a 

technical specification may satisfy a customer need. A score of one equals a 
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weak relationship and is assigned when a technical specification could 

potentially be incorporated with other specifications in relating to a customer 

requirement, such as when a material could be integrated in a specific design 

detail. Lastly, a blank space refers to no relationship. Figure 24 is the completed 

interrelationship matrix complete with scores. This process is used to obtain a 

value that represents the relative importance of each technical requirement in 

relation to the others. Technical specifications that satisfied multiple customer 

requirements earned a higher score. This also took into account the relative 

importance of the customer requirements. These scores are shown in table 5 

along with the accompanying technical requirement beginning with the most 

important. 
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Figure 24: Jacket Interrelationship Matrix 
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Table 5. 
Relative Importance of Technical Specifications 

Technical Specification Relative importance 
Polyester fibers 
PTFE membrane 
Zipper pocket closure 
Welt pocket 
Polyester fiberfill insulation 
Lapped zipper 
Relaxed fit 
Hood -‐ covered neck and drawstring 
Medium weight 
Medium length 
Solid color 
Inside pocket 

11.67 
11.37 
7.14 
6.53 
5.47 
4.65 
4.13 
3.94 
3.09 
3.02 
2.85 
2.03 

Technical correlations matrix 

To complete the technical correlations matrix, each technical 

specification was considered in relation to each other to determine if 

correlations existed. In instances when there was a positive correlation, a (+) 

symbol was issued. A positive correlation refers to a situation in which 

satisfying a technical specification assisted in satisfying another. A negative 

correlation concerns a situation where fulfilling one technical requirement 

dissatisfies another, and is denoted by a (-‐) symbol. If no correlation existed the 

space was left blank. Each possible correlation was assessed and assigned a 

symbol that is shown in figure 25. There were no instances of design conflict in 

which satisfying one technical specification hindered another. 
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Figure 25: Jacket Technical Correlations Matrix
 

Targets 

The targets section was not relevant to this study due to the non-‐

technical nature of the jacket, and was therefore left blank. 

HOQ jacket design 

Using the customer requirements and technical specifications shown in 

figure 25, the researcher developed an outwear jacket that would be used to 

evaluate the slow fashion filter during the discussion of this study. Technical 
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fashion jacket satisfied the following customer requirements and received a five:
 

jacket closure, waterproof, durability, thermal retention, pockets, hood, 

windproof, pockets fasten close, and inside pockets. There were no indicators 

available that determined if this jacket was breathable or had wicking 

properties, therefore these two requirements received a zero. The following 

customer requirements were unable to be measured and received a score of 

three: Jacket fit, aesthetics, jacket weight, and jacket length. The slow fashion 

jacket advertised the following characteristics and received a five: jacket 

closure, waterproof, durability, thermal retention, pockets, breathable, hood, 

windproof, pocket closure, wicking, and inside pockets. The non-‐measurable 

qualities were the same as for the fast fashion jacket, including jacket fit, weight, 

length, and aesthetics, which all earned scores of three. There were no zeros 

assigned to this jacket. The HOQ jacket was designed with the intention of 

satisfying each customer need and therefore received fives for each category. 

This information is presented in figure 29. 
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Table 6. 
Slow Fashion Survey Results 

Importance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean n 

Slow fashion 
characteristic 

Natural fibers 
Organic fibers 
Natural dyes 
Overall naturalness 
Minimizing waste 
(during production) 

Minimizing pollution 
(during production) 

Minimizing energy 
use (during 
production) 
Minimizing travel and 
shippting distances 

Produced in United 
States 

Produced in Oregon 

Produced by happy 
workers 

Produced by healthy 
workers 

Fair pay for workers 
Safe working 
conditions 

Free to choose 
occupation 

Upholding child labor 
laws 

Equal pay for men 
and women 

Contractual 
agreements/ legal 
rights 

Healthcare benefits 
for workers 

Knowledge of 
working conditions 

7% 0% 

13% 3% 

10% 13% 

3% 3% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

3% 0% 

3% 0% 

17% 7% 

3% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

3% 0% 

3% 0% 

3% 3% 

10% 10% 

10% 10% 

0% 23% 

10% 13% 

0% 3% 

0% 3% 

3% 0% 

3% 10% 

3% 10% 

10% 7% 

0% 7% 

3% 3% 

0% 0% 

3% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

10% 3% 

13% 13% 

7% 17% 

20% 20% 

20% 30% 

10% 17% 

27% 17% 

13% 23% 

13% 17% 

13% 23% 

27% 13% 

13% 20% 

27% 17% 

23% 20% 

13% 7% 

7% 20% 

7% 10% 

7% 0% 

0% 0% 

0% 0% 

3% 10% 

0% 23% 

20% 17% 

20% 

7% 

20% 

10% 

23% 

23% 

23% 

10% 

17% 

7% 

17% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

17% 

7% 

23% 

30% 

10% 

13% 

3% 10% 5.53 

3% 3% 4.73 

3% 3% 4.77 

10% 7% 5.37 

23% 13% 6.9 

30% 13% 7.03 

23% 13% 6.87 

20% 13% 6.17 

27% 7% 6.3 

10% 0% 4.47 

10% 20% 6.43 

7% 27% 7.03 

7% 37% 7.47 

17% 43% 7.67 

30% 47% 8.1 

17% 77% 8.7 

10% 67% 8.43 

7% 33% 6.87 

7% 30% 6.3 

10% 10% 5.6 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 
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The house of quality: Slow fashion 

Customer requirements 

The slow fashion characteristics were ranked from highest relative 

importance to lowest and added to the house of quality as the customer 

requirements, along with their measured importance, as shown in figure 31. 

Figure 31: Slow Fashion Customer Requirements 
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Technical specifications 

The researcher examined each slow fashion characteristic present in the 

customer requirements section and translated it into an action or specification 

depending on the nature of the characteristic. It is important to note that this 

information is from the point of view of the designer, and not the manufacturer. 

The designer is not able to make specific manufacturing decisions such as 

upholding child labor laws, but instead can ensure these laws are being honored 

by ethically sourcing socially responsible production that offers a satisfactory 

level of transparency. This describes “fair” as it relates to slow fashion. For this 

process, “sourcing fair production” is used as the technical requirement for the 

slow fashion qualities that relate to socially responsible manufacturing. This 

includes upholding child labor laws, equal pay for men and women, freedom to 

choose ones occupation, safe working conditions, fair pay for workers, produced 

by happy and healthy workers, contractual agreements for workers, and 

healthcare for employees. The “good” characteristics include natural fibers, 

overall naturalness, natural dyes, and organic fibers. For the purpose of this 

study, specific actions leading to these qualities are dependent on the product 

and materials being used, therefore these will be translated into actions that a 

designer can consider when developing a product. For the customer 

requirement of natural fibers, an appropriate action would be to consider the 

possibility of using or substituting natural fibers wherever necessary. The same 
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concept applies to natural dyeing methods and organic fibers. The technical 

requirements for these became: consider natural fibers, consider natural dyeing 

methods, and consider organic fibers. Overall naturalness takes into account the 

aesthetic values of a product; therefore this quality became, “consider natural 

aesthetics.” The customer requirements that are considered “clean”, or 

sustainable, include minimizing pollution, waste, energy use, and shipping 

distance during production. Minimizing pollution and energy use can be 

achieved by sourcing manufacturing facilities that make an acknowledged effort 

to produce products in an environmentally gentle manner. These qualities were 

then translated to “sourcing clean production.” Minimizing waste can be 

achieved both by manufacturers as well as designers. Efficient use of fabric is 

one way of minimizing waste. The designer can consider adding seams or 

adapting a design if it results in a more efficient marker. Additionally, 

considering the use of recycled and recyclable materials may reduce waste. 

Based on this, “consider waste reducing design adjustments” is used as the 

technical means of minimizing waste. Minimizing travel and shipping distances 

is achieved by sourcing production locally or utilizing CMT (cut, make, and trim) 

facilities that are less specialized, and thus able to complete entire garments. 

This reduces shipping distances if a product can be produced in one location 

rather than be produced step-‐by-‐step in multiple facilities. Sourcing local 

production is the “how” that satisfies being produced in the United States as well 

as Oregon. Since local production will already be considered by the designer 
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when using this model, the technical requirement for minimizing distance was 

decided as source CMT production. Lastly, practice transparency was chosen as 

the method to ensure that knowledge of production processes, working 

conditions, and material sources were available to the customer. 

Interrelationships matrix 

The researcher considered each customer requirement and how they 

correlated with each technical requirement. A nine represented a strong 

correlation and was assigned if a “how” directly and intentionally satisfied a 

“what”. A three refers to a moderate relationship and was used in situations 

where a technical requirement could satisfy a customer need. A one measures a 

weak relationship and signifies a correlation in which a technical specification 

could assist in satisfying a customer need, but would require further action. A 

blank space refers to no correlation. Upon determining all relationships 

between the technical specifications and their ability in satisfying the customer 

needs, the relative importance of each “how” was provided. The technical 

specification along with its relative importance are shown in table 7, beginning 

with the most important. The more important a technical requirement is, the 

more influential it is in satisfying customer needs. The following list comprises 

the actions to be taken by a designer when considering the development of slow 

fashion. 
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Table 7. 
Relative Importance of Slow Fashion Technical Specifications 

Technical Requirement Relative Importance 
Sourcing fair production 
Practice transparency 
Sourcing local production 
Consider waste reducing design adjustments 
Sourcing clean production 
Consider organic fibers 
Consider natural fibers 
Source CMT production 
Consider natural dyes 
Consider natural aesthetics 

7.62 
4.44 
2.81 
2.01 
1.98 
1.52 
1.35 
1.32 
1.27 
1.03 

Technical correlations matrix 

In order to identify possible conflict among the technical requirements, 

each was considered in relation to each other and assigned a +, -‐, or blank space. 

All existing correlations were positive, and the remaining specifications had no 

correlation. There were no instances of design conflict, or negative correlations. 

The “roof” was completed and is shown in figure 32 below. 
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Figure 32: Slow Fashion Technical Requirements
 

Targets 

Due to the non-‐technical nature of the slow fashion “hows,” no target 

values were identified and this section was left blank. 
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Planning matrix
 

The same competition from objective 2 was used to complete the 

planning matrix in the slow fashion HOQ. A five was assigned if a slow fashion 

characteristic was satisfied. A three was assigned if there was enough 

information that further inquiry could determine if a need was met. A zero was 

allocated if a requirement was not met, or if there was not enough information 

available to determine whether the requirement was met or not. A graphical 

summary of this section is shown in figure 33. 
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Objective 4
Slow fashion design model evaluation 

Higg Index 1.0 provides a value that represents how socially responsible 

an apparel item is in terms of sustainability. For this study, the tool was used to 

obtain product scores for the Athletech® and Patagonia® jackets. This score 

was obtained by answering questions relating to the materials, packaging, 

manufacturing, product care and repair service, and product end-‐of-‐life. The 

data used during this process includes information readily available to the 

general consumer including hangtags, care labels, and online product 

descriptions. 

Higg Index 1.0 requires that all materials present be entered into a 

materials input table. This includes a description of all materials used in 

addition to information obtained from follow up questions. The questions and 

responses are presented in Figure 34. Higg Index 1.0 has predetermined values 

for specific materials that are used in determining a score. 
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Figure 34: Higg Index 1.0 Materials Input Table 
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Athletech® Higg Index 1.0 assessment 

Materials 

In order to obtain a score for product materials, the researcher identified 

the materials present in the Athletech® jacket and answered several follow up 

questions. The materials are selected from the material input table and scores 

are assigned. Information regarding the percent each material occupied in the 

entire garment was unavailable; therefore the researcher assigned each material 

used an equal percentage of the garment. This allows for consistent and 

objective values. Table 8 shows these results. The total score for materials was 

22 

Table 8. 
Athletech ® Higg Index 1.0 Materials Score 

Material 
Used 

Material 
Pts 

Material 
Weight 

% of 
garment 

Max 
Points 

Material 
Scores 

(weighed 
by %) 

Athletech® -‐
Shell 

23.3 20 20 

Athletech® -‐
Insulation 

23.3 20 20 

Athletech® -‐
Lining 

23.3 20 20 

Athletech® -‐
Liner shell 

16.3 20 20 

Athletech® -‐
Liner 
reverse 

23.3 20 20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

Material 
Total 
Score 

4.7 

4.7 

4.7 

3.3 

4.7 

21.9 
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Packaging 

The Athletech® hangtags did not indicate being made of recycled 

material and therefore did not receive any points toward its product score. 

Manufacturing 

There was no information available pertaining to the marker and 

material efficiency, so no points were issued. Garment finishing details were 

also not included as product information therefore unknown was selected and a 

score of zero was given. No graphics/logo was selected, which received the 

maximum score of ten points. Screen-‐printing size and color was determined to 

be a single color logo that was approximately one square inch, therefore, 10 cm2 

or less and one color were selected and a score of six was offered. The total 

manufacturing score was 16. 

Product care and repair services 

Medium impact care was selected due to the instructions to machine 

wash cold and tumble dry, as shown in figure 35. This gave a score of 20 points. 

It was then asked if the product had a permanent, on-‐product alternative care 

label with instructions for low impact care, which the researcher selected no, 

offering zero points. Twenty points total were given for product care and repair 

services 
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Figure 35: Athletech® Jacket Care Label
 

. 

End of life (EOL) 

Each separate component of the Athletech® jacket was made of either 

100% polyester or nylon and were labeled accordingly. Therefore it was 

selected that the individual material types could be identified and disassembled 

by EOL facilities. It was then asked whether the materials could be recycled 

using existing processes for which the researcher selected yes. Finally, it was 

asked whether the materials could be part of a closed-‐loop recycling process. 

This was unknown because of the lack of available product information 

pertaining to its recyclability. A score of 60 was given for fiber recyclability. The 

second part of the product EOL assessment considered EOL program 

qualifications and on-‐product communication. Not-‐applicable was selected since 

there was no information on the product regarding product end-‐of-‐life 
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instructions, for which a zero was assigned. The total score for product EOL was 

60 points. 

The Athletech® jacket earned a total score of 24 out of 100. The 

completed Higg Index 1.0 summary is shown in figure 36. 
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Figure 36: Higg Index 1.0 Summary for Athletech® Jacket 
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Patagonia® Higg Index 1.0 assessment 

The same process was conducted on the Patagonia® Rubicon Rider jacket 

to obtain a score that represents the sustainability characteristics of a product 

known for its social responsibility. 

Materials 

The materials section was completed using the information entered into 

figure 34. The distribution of each material in relation to the finished garment 

was unknown; therefore equal percentages of the garment were assigned for 

each material present. This was decided upon due to the same method being 

used for the Athletech® jacket. This information is presented in table 9. 

Table 9. 
Patagonia® Higg Index 1.0 Materials Score 

Material Material Material % of Max Material 
Used Pts Weight garment Points Scores 

(weighed 
by %) 

Patagonia® 
-‐ Shell 
Patagonia® 
-‐ Insulation 
Patagonia® 
-‐ Two-‐layer 
panels 
Patagonia® 
-‐ Lining 

30.3 

48.3 

50.3 

30.3 

20 

20 

20 

20 

25% 

25% 

25% 

25% 

25 

25 

25 

25 

Material 
Total 
Score 

7.6 

12.1 

12.6 

7.6 

39.8 
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Packaging
 

The hangtags used were printed on 100% recycled post consumer waste, 

as shown in figure 37, and received a score of ten. 

Figure 37: Patagonia® Recycled Hangtag 

Manufacturing 

As was the case for the Athletech® jacket, there was no information 

available for the product’s marker or material efficiency, so no score was given. 

Similarly, there was no information available about the garment finish so 

unknown was selected and a score of zero was assigned. There were no logos or 

embellishments present, excluding a small screen-‐printed logo that fell in the 

category of 10cm2 or less, resulting in an overall manufacturing score of 16. 
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Product care and repair service
 

Based on the information shown in figure 38, it was determined by the 

researcher that the Patagonia® jacket fell into the category of medium impact 

care, which earned 20 points. This was based on the jacket requiring a cold 

wash and tumble dry. There were no permanent labels present that included 

instructions on alternative care; therefore the product care score totaled 20 

points. 

Figure 38: Patagonia® Jacket Care Label 

End of life (EOL) 

The Patagonia® jacket earned the maximum possible points in this 

section for meeting the following characteristics: 

• Individual material types can be identified by EOL facilities. 
• Product is made of a single material, polyester. 
• Materials are able to be recycled by existing processes 
• Materials can be recycled in a closed-‐loop process. 

Patagonia’s common thread initiative supports this as shown in figure 39. 

Seventy points were earned for this subsection. 
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Figure 39: Patagonia® Common Threads Initiative
 

End of life instructions are present on the Patagonia® jacket, as shown in 

figure 40, earning an additional 30 points. For product EOL, this jacket received 

100 out of a possible 100 points. 

Figure 40: Patagonia® On-‐Product EOL Instructions 

The overall score for the Patagonia® Rubicon Rider jacket was 37 out of 

100, as summarized in figure 41. 
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Figure 41: Higg Index 1.0 Summary for Patagonia® Jacket 
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V 
DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to develop a slow fashion design model 

using the house of quality (HOQ) that would provide designers an opportunity to 

improve the overall sustainability of an apparel product. Slow fashion is based 

on the slow food movement that supports the consumption of food that is good, 

clean, and fair (Petrini, 2007). The first part of this study involved identifying 

slow food themes and translating them into apparel and textile characteristics. 

Following this, the house of quality was used to develop a men’s outerwear 

jacket that was used to evaluate the effectiveness of slow fashion design model. 

The third objective involved developing a slow fashion design model based on 

the slow fashion themes previously identified. The completed slow fashion HOQ 

provided actions that the researcher then hypothetically applied to the previous 

jacket. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the slow fashion model, Higg 

Index 1.0 was used to obtain a score that represented a products overall 

environmental impact. The jacket developed during this study was assessed 

using this index before and after slow fashion adjustments were made to obtain 

a score that measured the improvements offered by the slow fashion design 

model. 

Slow fashion 

A literature review of the slow food movement was first conducted in 

order to identify primary themes. These themes were then translated into 
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apparel terms based on further review of literature. Carlo Petrini (2007) 

describes slow food as being good, clean, fair, and should include coproduction. 

Good implies an inherent naturalness of a product that also offers a 

pleasant and recognizable sensation (Petrini, 2007). In relation to apparel, this 

includes natural, organic fibers, natural dyes, and naturalness in aesthetics. 

Clean refers to sustainability in production and manufacturing (Petrini, 2007), 

which was translated to minimizing pollution, waste, and energy throughout the 

product development process. Minimizing travel and shipping distances and 

local production were also included. Fair suggests social and economic 

sustainability (Petrini, 2007), which relate to socially responsible 

manufacturing. This includes ensuring safe and healthy working conditions, 

equal opportunities for men and women, fair wages, and upholding all labor 

laws. Co-‐production refers to a level of transparency that allows a consumer to 

be aware of the products they consume. This allows for a relationship to form 

between the consumer and a product, which should increase said product’s 

value to the owner (Petrini, 2007). This is achieved by practicing traceability 

and transparency, providing the customer with information about the materials 

and manufacturing of a product. These themes were incorporated into a survey 

that measured the importance of these elements to the consumer. The 

consumer was defined as men, 18 or over, that spends at least one hundred 

dollars annually on apparel and has some level of concern for the environment. 
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Men’s outerwear jacket development 

The house of quality was used to develop a jacket that was later used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the slow fashion design model. The researcher 

served as an internal customer and identified customer needs of a men’s 

outwear jacket based on common design elements found in men’s outerwear 

apparel. These elements were incorporated into a survey and distributed to 

engineering students in order to obtain the relative importance of each design 

element. In hindsight, it may have been beneficial to distribute an open-‐ended 

questionnaire asking the subjects to identify and rank the desired characteristics 

of a jacket, as the method used introduced researcher bias. However, this 

decision did not affect the overall results pertaining to the purpose of this study. 

The fifteen design characteristics with the highest relative importance were 

incorporate into the HOQ as the customer requirements. Follow up questions 

were used to identify specific design details that were used as the technical 

specifications when applicable. In cases where follow up questions were not 

present, the researcher made the necessary translations, as is the method 

commonly used with the house of quality. The interrelationship matrix was then 

completed, which provided the relative importance of the specific design 

specifications. This was based on the number of correlations present between 

each technical requirement and customer need, as well as taking into account 

the relative importance as previously identified. A technical specification with a 

higher relative importance implied a stronger ability to satisfy customer needs. 
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The technical correlations were then considered in order to identify design 

conflict. In the case of design conflict, the technical requirement that had a 

higher relative importance would be selected. There were no instances of design 

conflict with this application of the HOQ. The target values were not identified 

due to the non-‐technical nature of this jacket. Had the purpose of this study 

been to improve an existing jacket, this section would have been valuable, 

however, it was not imperative to this study. Upon completion of the house of 

quality, a list of customer requirements and technical specifications provided the 

design criteria for a man’s outerwear jacket. Specifications of this jacket were 

developed and used in evaluating the slow fashion HOQ. 

Slow fashion design filter 

Part III of the online survey used during this study measured the relative 

importance of slow fashion elements identified during the first objective. These 

were used as the customer requirements along with the mean relative 

importance in the slow fashion house of quality. Once ranked, it became 

apparent that the slow fashion characteristics pertaining to socially responsible 

manufacturing were the most important to the customer. It is important to note 

that during the period of data collection, an apparel factory collapse in 

Bangladesh occurred. This tragedy resulted in over one thousand deaths and 

received global attention (Alam, 2013). This event potentially influenced this 

data. The interrelationships were identified and used to obtain a list of actions 
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that could be taken to strengthen the slow fashion qualities of an apparel
 

product. The planning matrix that resulted from the development of the slow 

fashion HOQ offered useful information. This chart depicts how well the 

Athletech® and Patagonia® jackets meet the slow fashion customer 

requirements, as shown in figure 33. The Athletech® jacket represented fast 

fashion, and due to the insufficient product information available, or low 

transparency, there was not enough information to determine if social 

responsible manufacturing was used to produce this jacket. The Patagonia® 

jacket performed much better in satisfying slow fashion characteristics. Due to 

the product information provided by Patagonia®, enough information existed to 

confirm several of the slow fashion qualities pertaining to social responsible 

production. There was also sufficient information available that if desired, 

further inquiry could confirm that production occurred in a clean manner. This 

shows that by offering the customer information regarding the manufacturing 

and production of an apparel product, the better it will perform in representing 

slow fashion. 

Higg Index 1.0 assessment 

The Athletech® and Patagonia® jackets were assessed using the Higg 

Index 1.0 to obtain a value that represents a product’s environmental impact. A 

higher score implies a more sustainable product. Upon completion, the 

Athletech® jacket received a 24 and the Patagonia® jacket received a 37 on a 
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scale of 1-‐100. The superior score of the Patagonia® jacket was due to the 

jacket’s recycled material content, product end-‐of-‐life options, and confirmed 

traceability. This confirms that by increasing the transparency of a product and 

offering more information about a product’s development, the more this product 

will represent slow fashion; and be superior in terms of sustainability. 

Slow fashion HOQ evaluation 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the slow fashion house of quality, the list 

of slow fashion technical specifications presented in table 7 were applied to the 

jacket developed during objective 2. The slow fashion qualities of the highest 

importance apply to the production and manufacturing stages of product 

development. The jacket developed during this study is still in the design stage; 

therefore making actual manufacturing decisions was not possible. By applying 

hypothetical changes to the HOQ jacket, the researcher was able to obtain a 

value using the Higg Index 1.0 before and after implementing the slow fashion 

changes. Because these changes are hypothetical, this information does not 

qualify as actual data, but serves in discussing the effectiveness of the slow 

fashion design model. While the tangible jacket was not available, the 

specifications include the information necessary to obtain a score. When 

applicable, traditional product development methods were selected for the 

purpose of evaluating the changes that were the result of the slow fashion HOQ. 
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HOQ jacket Higg Index 1.0 assessment

Materials

The materials selected for the HOQ jacket were entered into the material

inputs table in the Higg Index 1.0. The values given are shown in table 10.

Table 10.
HOQ Jacket Materials Score

Material Material
Pts

% of
Garment

Max
Points

Material
Scores

(weighed
by %)

HOQ Jacket -‐ Shell 23.3 33.30% 33.3 7.8
HOQ Jacket -‐
Insulation

37.3 33.30% 33.3 12.4

HOQ Jacket -‐ Lining 27.3 33.30% 33.3 9.1

Total
material
score

29.3

Packaging

Product packaging was included in this assessment. Conventional

materials were used, which did not provide any points.

Manufacturing

The manufacturing was divided between two facilities, each being

responsible for 50% of production. This was decided so a comparison could be

made to the slow fashion jacket. Unknown was selected for garment finish since

this detail was not determined. Similarly, a single colored, screen printed logo
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occupying approximately one square inch was input and received a score of 16.

This was the total points for manufacturing.

Product care and repair services

Akin to the previous jackets, medium impact care was selected due to the

required care of the chosen materials. There were no on-‐product alternative

care instructions. The HOQ jacket earned 20 points for product care.

End of life

The HOQ jacket received 60 points for product end of life. This jacket is

made from polyester and PTFE, which are both recyclable. This jacket does not

have on-‐product instructions for EOL options, so no additional points were

given. The overall score for the HOQ jacket was 25 points and as is shown in

figure 42.
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Figure 42: HOQ Jacket Higg Index 1.0 Summary
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Slow fashion design model application

The researcher applied the list of technical requirements from table 7 to

the HOQ jacket and addressed any hypothetical adjustments. These changes

were then assessed using Higg Index 1.0 to determine if these improvements

increase the environmental quality of a product.

Sourcing fair production

Sourcing fair production can be performed by selecting manufacturers

that are known to operate in a socially responsible manner. For this study, the

hypothetical changes made to the HOQ jacket include verifying equal

opportunity for employment and that all employees are of legal working age.

Practice transparency

For the technical requirement of practicing transparency, the researcher

added a hangtag to the jacket specs that includes the name and contact

information of a hypothetical manufacturer. This would allow a customer to

verify socially responsible methods were practiced when this jacket was

produced. This is shown in figure 43.
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Figure 43: Transparency Hangtag

Sourcing local production

Local production is a valuable asset to slow fashion; however, the

researcher chose to continue with the hypothetical manufacturer depicted on

the transparency hangtag in figure 43.

Consider waste reducing design adjustments

To reduce waste, the researcher decided to incorporate AirDye®

waterless dyeing method for the polyester lining material in the HOQ jacket.

Additionally, the polyester fiberfill insulation used was replaced with 100%

recycled polyester content. An on-‐product label with instructions to recycle the

jacket, thus reducing waste, was added to the slow fashion jacket and is shown in

figure 44. Lastly, the hangtag material was changed to 100% recycled post

consumer waste material.

Made in China

Slow fashion, INC.
10 1252 24414

12120 S.R
Beijing, China
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Figure 44: On-‐Product EOL Instructions

Sourcing clean production

Clean production can be achieved by selecting manufacturers that make a

commitment to the use of alternative or renewable energies. This hypothetical

change was made to the HOQ jacket.

Consider organic fibers

Organic fibers were considered, however, due to the lower level of

importance, the designer chose to continue with polyester.

Consider natural fibers

Natural fibers were considered, however, the designer chose to continue

with polyester do the required performance.

Source CMT production

In order to replicate the possible effects of sourcing CMT production, the

researcher decided to identify only one manufacturing facility instead of two in

the Higg Index 1.0 to determine if fewer facilities results in a better score.

Recycle
this jacket
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Consider natural dyes

Natural dyes were considered, however, the researcher decided to

continue with the traditional and waterless dyeing methods.

Consider natural aesthetics

To achieve natural aesthetics, the researcher chose to use earth-‐toned

colorways in the slow fashion jacket specifications. Additionally, the logo was

eliminated and the hangtag material was adjusted to be unbleached to enhance

the natural aesthetics.

Slow fashion jacket Higg Index 1.0 assessment

The hypothetical slow fashion adjustments offered above were assessed

using the Higg Index 1.0 to determine if such changes increased the

sustainability of the HOQ jacket.

Materials

The slow fashion jacket differs from the HOQ jacket in that the polyester

fiberfill lining became 100% recycled content and the polyester lining was dying

using AirDye® waterless dyeing. These were changes that resulted from the

technical requirement to consider waste reducing design adjustments. The

summary of the materials assessment is shown in table 11.
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Table 11.
Slow Fashion Jacket Higg Index 1.0 Materials Summary

Material Material
Pts

% of
Garment

Max
Points

Material
Scores

(weighed
by %)

Slow fashion -‐ Shell 23.3 33.30% 33.3 7.8
Slow fashion -‐
Insulation

57.3 33.30% 33.3 19.1

Slow fashion -‐ Lining 35.3 33.30% 33.3 11.8

Total
material
score

38.6

Manufacturing

The researcher indicated sourcing production from a single CMT facility

to learn if fewer facilities would obtain a higher score by reducing travel and

shipping distances. By selecting only one manufacturing facility, no extra points

were issued. Removal of the logo resulted in a score of 20, which were the total

points for manufacturing.

Packaging

The researcher included a hypothetical hangtag that was composed of

recycled, unbleached paper. This earned a total packaging score of 15.
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Product care and repair services.

Medium impact care was selected for the slow fashion jacket, as this is

required for the chosen materials. No instructions for low impact care were

included. The slow fashion jacket received 20 points for this section.

End of life

The slow fashion jacket is made from easily identified recyclable

materials. This earns a score of 60 points. A slow fashion adjustment was made

to include on-‐product instructions that prioritize recycling of the product, which

earns an additional 30 points, totally 90 points for product EOL. The slow

fashion jacket earned 37 points total and is summarized in figure 45.
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Figure 45: Slow Fashion Jacket Higg Index 1.0 Summary
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The HOQ jacket received 25 points prior to the implementation of the

slow fashion design adjustments. Following the hypothetical changes, the slow

fashion jacket received a score of 37 points. While only hypothetical, the

superior score of the slow fashion jacket support the benefits of using a slow

fashion design model to improve the sustainability of an apparel product.
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VI
CONCLUSION

The textile and apparel industries are notorious for their excessive

contribution of waste and pollution to our environment. The fast fashion trend

of poorly made, disposable apparel that quickly goes out of style is a major

contributing factor to this problem. The slow food movement encourages

consumers to become aware of the food they purchase, know its origins, and

ultimately consume less. Themes taken from this movement are valuable when

applied to many consumer good, including apparel. Slow fashion is described as

quality apparel that has a longer useful life and is more highly valued than

typical consumable apparel. The purpose of this study was to identify slow

fashion themes taken from the slow food movement and apply them to a slow

fashion design filter that can be used in the development of sustainable apparel.

Data were collected through literature review, online quantitative

interviews, and the Higg Index 1.0. The House of Quality served as the model to

translate data into design and manufacturing specifications, in addition to

providing information pertaining to the market’s ability to represent slow

fashion. The House of Quality was employed in the development of an

outerwear jacket that was be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the slow

fashion design model. This slow fashion model was developed using the house of

quality, and provided a list of actions that could be taken to improve the slow

fashion qualities of an apparel item, as well as the relative importance of each
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action. In order to determine if slow fashion truly represented a more

sustainable product, the Higg Index 1.0 was used to obtain values that represent

a product’s environmental impact.

The slow fashion design model showed that the most important qualities

to the consumer when identifying slow fashion include socially responsible

manufacturing. Sustainable production techniques were also favored. Specific

design improvements were of little importance, as well as being produced

locally. The completed slow fashion house of quality showed that a Patagonia®

jacket was much better at representing slow fashion than a similar style

Athletech® jacket that was purchased at Kmart. This was largely due to the

information available to the general consumer about the product’s materials and

origins. This is described as product transparency. By offering a transparent

product, verifying social responsibility in the development of a product is

possible, which was of the highest importance to the customers in selecting slow

fashion.

The Higg Index 1.0 was used to obtain a score for the Athletech® and

Patagonia® jackets that measured their environmental impacts. The

Patagonia® jacket scored much higher due to its superior product transparency.

Therefore, by offering more information about an apparel product’s

development, the more this product will represent slow fashion, which in turn

will result in a more sustainable product.
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Significance

Environmental issues are a global concern, and this research assists in

ameliorating this problem. The development of a slow fashion design filter is

beneficial to the apparel industry in that it allows industry professionals the

chance to improve the overall sustainability of existing apparel items. This study

resulted in a list of technical specifications and actions that those involved in

product development can take in order to create slow fashion. The jacket

developed during this study has potential to offer exceptional customer

satisfaction in terms of design specifications, while representing slow fashion

and benefiting the environment.

Limitations

This study involves multiple limitations. The sample used to collect data

does not represent a larger population, and no inference can be made with the

results. By serving as the customer and identifying the customer needs of the

HOQ jacket, the researcher brought subjective bias to this study. Because the

jacket used in this research was still in the design phase, the researcher could

simply select criteria that receive the most points in the Higg Index 1.0,

influencing the results. It was concluded that product transparency results in a

more sustainable product, however, not all products are developed with the

environment in mind. A product may have outstanding transparency but does
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little to be socially responsible or sustainable, in which case transparency does

not translate to superior environmental impact.

Future Research

This study resulted in a slow fashion design filter that may be applied to

apparel. The slowmovement could be extended to other industries including

industrial and interior design to improve the sustainability of other consumer

goods. It may have been beneficial to change the survey format to open-‐ended

questions in order to discover other factors that affect the purchasing behavior

of slow fashion apparel. This study focused on men as the target customer,

however it may be beneficial to include women in this study to obtain more in

depth information about the importance of slow fashion.

The HOQ jacket could be produced in full so that actual changes to the

product’s manufacturing details could be assessed to obtain a more holistic

evaluation of the slow fashion design model. Market research and consumer

behavior were not the purpose of this study, however this information may be

beneficial to creating change within the apparel industry. While it was

concluded that slow fashion does result in a more sustainable product, it is

important to learn if the customer actually cares about this; does the customer

want slow fashion? The greatest improvement to this study would be to

evaluate the model with actual garments in which manufacturing and

production decisions could be truly addressed.
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Appendix B: Survey questions

5/13/13 9:28 AMQualtrics Survey Software

Page 1 of 12https://oregonstate.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview&T=UHCUT

I Agree - Continue to survey

Male

Female

Under 18

18 or Over

Default Question Block

   
              My name is Matthew Tobeck and I am a Master s student in the School of Design and Human Environment.  You are being
asked to complete this questionnaire in regards to the desired characteristics of a slow fashion jacket as well the importance of these
elements.  The significance of this study includes a potential slow fashion design model that will serve as a sustainability filter in the
apparel design process.  Such a filter could assist designers in developing novel sustainable apparel as well as improve the
sustainability of existing products.
 
              Your participation in this study is voluntary.  As this study involves an online survey, the security and confidentiality of
information collected from you online cannot be guaranteed.  Confidentiality will be kept to the extent permitted by the technology being
used.  Information collected online can be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses.    There
are no foreseeable benefits to you for your participation in this study.  The information you give is anonymous.  You will not lose any
benefits or rights if you choose not to participate.  The questionnaire will take about 20 minutes to complete.  You are free to skip any
questions or stop at any time.   

  
            If you have any questions about this research project, please contact: Dr. Leslie Burns, at (541) 737-0983, or the Oregon State
University Institutional Review Board (IRB) office, at (541) 737-8008 or by email at IRB@oregonstate.edu

By clicking continue, you agree that you have read and understand this information and that you agree to take part in this study.

Part I

Demographics
 

Gender
 

Age
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Less than 50 dollars

50 - 100 dollars

Over 100 dollars

I do not care about the environment

I care about the environment

How much do you spend per year on apparel?

Select the choice hat best describes your relationship to the environment

Part I - Design specifications for men's slow fashion jacket

Part II

Outerwear Jacket Design Specifications 
This is your chance to be a designer.  Imagine you are designing a jacket for yourself that will be the only jacket you will ever own from

this point on.  Following are design elements and characteristics common in men’s outwear jackets.  Please consider and rate how
important these specific elements are to you on a scale of 1(not important) to 9 (extremely important).

How Impor ant is the jacket weight (how heavy the jacket feels while being worn)?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select the preferred jacket weight

Extra ght L ght Medium weight Heavy Ex ra Heavy

How important is the jacket's f t?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select the preferred fit

Very tight Tight Relaxed Loose/Roomy Large/Baggy Extra baggy

      

  

    

   

   

   

  

 o  c    

 c    

        

          

ar    g  c o  o    a  t

P t II

Outerwear acket Design Specifications 
his s y  a  o   e g   m g n  y   g g  j k t fo  f t  wil   t  n y j c e  y  i   n 

is p n  o   o lo g  e g  e   t t   i  n  u  j c e   P  i  n  a e 
mportant these specific elements are to you on a scale of 1(not mportant) to 9 (extremely important

ow Important s the acket weight how eavy he acke  fee s while being worn)?

 (Not
mportant) 3 4 5 6

9 (Extreme
Importan

elect the preferred jacket weight

xtra li ht ight Medium weigh Heavy Extra Heav

ow important is he jacket s f t?

 (Not
mportant) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extreme
Importan

elect the preferred f t

ery ght i ht Re axed Loose/Roomy Large/Baggy Extra bagg
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Select the importance of the following performance features

Windproof

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Waterproof

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Warmth/Thermal Retention

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Breathable

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Strength/Durability

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Wicking - pulling moisture from inside out

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is the aesthetics or visual qualities of the jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

    

   

Solid color

Solid colors (multiple solid colors)

Print/Pattern

Quilted

  

    

Select the preferred coloration type
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A

B (covered neck)

C (covered neck and mouth)

Yes

No

    

How important is a hood?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important

Select the preferred type of hood

 

Do you prefer a visor?

Do you prefer a drawstring?

    

   

Yes

No
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How important are pockets?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

     

        

  

      

      

  

    

   

A

B

Buttons

Zipper

Velcro

 mpor   

  

Select the preferred style of pockets

How important is it that your pockets fasten close?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

select the preferred type of pocket closure

How important is having a chest pocket(s)?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)5/    y Software

   

  

  

  

      

  

     

  

    

/    y 

   

  

  

  

How important is having an inside pocket(s)?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How Important is the jacket's length?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select your preferred jacket leng h
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A - Short

B - Medium

  

      

  

     

  

    

    

   

C - Long

  

   

      

       

  

     

    

   

C  ong

  

   

      

How important is it that your jacket closes?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select your preferred type of closure
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A - Buttons

B - Zipper (visible)

C - Lapped Zipper (covered by flap)
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A

B

How important is the sleeve type?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select the preferred sleeve type

How important are cuffs?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select the preferred type of cuff
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A - no cuff

B - Adjustable

C - Fitted/Ribbed Cuff

D - Drawstring Cuff

A - Adjustable

B - Fitted/Ribbing

C - Drawstring

D - No Details/Plain

How important are hemline details?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Select the preferred type of hemline

Part III

Slow Fashion Specifications

Please consider he following characteristics and practices and rate how important they are to you on a scale of 1 (not important) to 9
(extremely important) in relation to the previous jacket.

    

   

How important is it that your jacket is made from natural fibers (cotton, wool, silk, hemp, etc.)?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it that these fibers are organic?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)
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How important is the use of natural dyes in your jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is the overall naturalness of your jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is minimizing waste when producing this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is minimizing pollu ion when producing this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is minimizing energy use when producing this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is minimizing travel and shipping distances involved wi h this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

  rics Survey Softwar
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How important is it that this jacket is made by healthy workers?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it that these workers are paid fairly?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it that these workers work in safe working conditions?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it that workers are free to choose heir occupation?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it to uphold child labor laws?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)
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How important is it to  know about the production processes involved with this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

How important is it to know the source of the materials used to make this jacket?

1 (Not
Important) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 (Extremely
Important)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey
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Appendix C: HOQ jacket specifications

COMPONENT MATERIAL
SHELL 40 denier Ripstop 2-‐layer

100% polyester + PTFE coating
3oz/sq yd

INSULATION Needlepunch 4 oz.
100%polyester
4 oz/sq yd

LINING Microfiber
100% polyester
2 oz/ sq yd




